People’s panel OKs Zendesk — says no to 5 other CBAs
City administrator signs all tax-break benefit deals anyway

By Mark Heffey

SING THE ONLY AUTHORITY it has — the power to say no — the Citizens Advisory Committee rejected five of six draft community benefit agreements the city administrator was pressing the panel to quickly approve.

“I will not be voting for these tonight, because I know what’s going forward,” CAC member Steve Suzuki said just before the agreements were put to a vote Jan. 9 and, in all but one case, unanimously rejected. “We have no teeth; that’s a pretty frustrating thing for me personally.”

Suzuki got it right. Well before the Jan. 31 deadline, City Administrator Naomi Kelly signed three deals the CAC rejected, plus others. Those are Twitter, Yammer, One Kings Lane and Zendesk, which was drafted too late to make the CAC’s agenda. The fifth deal Kelly finalized was the only one the CAC endorsed — Zendesk.

CBAs for tax break newcomers Spotify and Advisor, rejected by the committee, were expected to sport Kelly’s signature by Jan. 31.

Kelly made her decision through her executive assistant, Lynn Khaw, a request to discuss the CBAs. However, she added that The Extra’s last day for him to file his office Jan. 24 that the deals she had signed were inked unchanged by her citizen advisor’s comments on Jan. 9.

Mayor Lee refused comment on the CAC vote, but in an email had plenty to say about the Twitter tax break’s effectiveness: “Their job creation and economic development efforts in the Central Market and Tenderloin neighborhoods are not only growing businesses, but also benefitting this community.”

What began as a conversation with Board President David Chiu, Supervisor Jane Kim and Twitter has turned into a polemical battle that is transformed the area into a thriving and vibrant neighborhood and, has resulted in 17 new companies, 15 new small businesses and six new arts venues that have moved to the area as a part of our revitalization efforts.”

No mention of the nonprofits shut out, but at least the mayor is candid that Twitter helps set city policy.

District 6 Supervisor Kim, who with Chiu in 2011 co-sponsored the Twitter tax break and then advanced the ordinance creating the CAC, mentioned none of the benefits from the CBAs in her 1,500-word recap of her last year’s accomplishments that she emailed Jan. 28. Repeated calls, emails and visits to her office seeking comment on the item that was conspicuous by its absence were repeatedly ignored.

After several visits, phone calls and emails from The Extra, Chiu’s legislative aide Jordan True on Jan. 30 said, “Supervisor Chiu understands the CAC’s perspective on the proposed CBAs, but we believe the CBAs as approved go a long way toward fulfilling the spirit of the original legislation — the increased cash payments and greater specificity is heartening.

“We shouldn’t need CBAs in order for companies to engage in the civic fabric of their neighborhood, but in this case, it’s to the city’s scrutiny of retail operations.

City Planning intends to tackle the aesthetics of storefronts citywide, and its first contact with merchants is centered on the Tenderloin. Planning’s dream is to restore the full-windowed, transom-lighted interiors envisaged by the architects and designers who rebuilt the city after the 1906 earthquake and fire.

The neighborhood has been the “source of a lot of complaints and the problem has reached a tipping point,” according to Jona-

than Purvis of the department’s General Advertising Team. He says several dozen complaints have come in about cluttered storefronts and blocked sight lines in Tenderloin stores in the past six months. With the city policy of anonymity, of course, the complaints could have come from numerous sources — or one disgruntled citizen.

Under Planning Code Section 145.1(c) (6) most businesses must have transparent windows and doorways for no ‘less than 60 percent of the frontage’ . . . and allow visibility to the inside of the building.”

This section, part of an overhaul of the Planning Code sponsored by former Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi and passed unanimously by the board in 2011, was a bit bewildering to planners until, as Purvis acknowledges, “the Planning Department came up with a usable interpretation.”

That interpretation resulted in the department’s recent creation of a storefront ‘visibility zone’ requirement — “the area inside the building within 4 feet from the surface of the window glass at pedestrian eye level is at least 75 percent open to perpendicular view.”

In plain language, a retail site is good with Planning if a pedestrian can see everything 4 feet inside the place.

On an unreasonably warm afternoon in mid-January, Purvis, in the company of Ofi-

Continued on page 5
Hammett wrote ‘The Hunter’: the first story in the collection, around 1924 or 25 when he was living on Eddy Street, according to the book’s helpful commentary. It introduces us to an unsentimental gumshoe named Fred Vitt who has been hired to find a forger. He tracks the perp to “a dull building” on Ellis Street and forces a confession. However—it’s how he gains the confession that gives us a window into the sexual mores of that time. Vitt, sensing that the forger is married, then persuades his girlfriend with contributing to the delinquency of her children if the man doesn’t come clean — the woman becoming the potential fall guy. Vitt’s ruthlessness pays off and the forger is taken to jail. The story ends with the detective mandanply shopping for three spoons of thread for his wife, unper- turbed by the blackmail he has just per- formed. The psychological violence in the story is as riveting as any knife fight.

“POTENT PILLS” FROM 891 POST

The Sign of the Potent Pills, a light farce that pokes fun at the rich and glides by black humor and social criticism. Nonetheless, young detective’s ability to make lemonade out of lemons, was written while Hammett was living at 891 Post St. An inexperienced detective named Hugh Trate rushes to a house where a wealthy man is being robbed. Most of the household forced, at gunpoint, to empty his bank account. The writer, showing his range, makes us care more for the clueless detective than the pompous family held hostage by a gag of tough guys. Hammett, who lived on Post Street from 1927 to 1929, wrote the story right before or as great as Great Depression.

‘I’ve been forced to borrow mon- ey from men I despise! I might just as well live in a watermelon, as a cat that keeps me poor with its taxes for all the protection I got...’ complains the su- perfluous hero.

Hammett, who would later become a communist and spend time in jail for his political activities, has no sympathy for the old man.

The rookie detective saves the family through a series of misadventures that almost get them killed and the house burned to cinders.

Hammett wrote ‘Week-End’ the first story in the collection, around 1924 or 25 when he was living on Eddy Street, according to the book’s helpful commentary. It introduces us to an unsentimental gumshoe named Fred Vitt who has been hired to find a forger. He tracks the perp to “a dull building” on Ellis Street and forces a confession. However—it’s how he gains the confession that gives us a window into the sexual mores of that time. Vitt, sensing that the forger is married, then persuades his girlfriend with contributing to the delinquency of her children if the man doesn’t come clean — the woman becoming the potential fall guy. Vitt’s ruthlessness pays off and the forger is taken to jail. The story ends with the detective mandanply shopping for three spoons of thread for his wife, unper- turbed by the blackmail he has just per- formed. The psychological violence in the story is as riveting as any knife fight.

“POTENT PILLS” FROM 891 POST

The Sign of the Potent Pills, a light farce that pokes fun at the rich and glides by black humor and social criticism. Nonetheless, young detective’s ability to make lemonade out of lemons, was written while Hammett was living at 891 Post St. An inexperienced detective named Hugh Trate rushes to a house where a wealthy man is being robbed. Most of the household forced, at gunpoint, to empty his bank account. The writer, showing his range, makes us care more for the clueless detective than the pompous family held hostage by a gag of tough guys. Hammett, who lived on Post Street from 1927 to 1929, wrote the story right before or as great as Great Depression.

‘I’ve been forced to borrow mon- ey from men I despise! I might just as well live in a watermelon, as a cat that keeps me poor with its taxes for all the protection I got...’ complains the su- perfluous hero.

Hammett, who would later become a communist and spend time in jail for his political activities, has no sympathy for the old man.

The rookie detective saves the family through a series of misadventures that almost get them killed and the house burned to cinders.
S.F. TECH TAX BREAK PROGRAM GROWS UP

That was a Page One headline on a recent story tracking the outgrowth of the program rewarding community benefits agreements. The city comptroller's office tracks the contributions of businesses, large and small, in the neighborhoods. In its second year, and the real estate market in general, Twitter has faced the blight stubbornly afflicting the Tenderloin neighborhood, a prime target for revitalization. The Johnsons went back to Plan C in 2008 by the Peter Johnson family that owned the Grand. Twitter continues to feather its own nest with each crumb it tosses to our hood.

Just how genuine and generous a promise is a promise, and let's see what it gave under last year's CBa. The city administrator says it's $138,000 total this year. But $200,000 of that is in targeted grants to neighbor-
hood services, and half of those targets are women in technology, education and women's services, and half of those targets are women in technology, education and homelessness.

How many nonprofits in the TL do you suppose focus on women in technology? Twitter continues to feather its own nest with each crumb it tosses to our hood.

Where is the city administrator's sense of fairness? Twitter skates on $130 million in untapped stock options while San Francisco's poorest citizens fret poorer.

And when those citizens' representatives ask about fairness or transparency, we're told that's not any of their business. Just read Mark Hedin's front page article in this issue of the city that the committee has allowed the Citizens Advisory Committee to play.

The 11-member body designated by ordinance as the community's voice in the process was admonished at its last meeting. Of course, not everybody sees it that way.

Twitter's worth when it was in the throes of VC financing and probably bluffing when it threatened to leave town for metropolitan Brisbane. The mayor blinked, and here we are. Now the public offering has taken Twitter's stock way beyond Facebook's best day, making the city's giveaway $130 million and counting.

But through it all, the historic Grant Building at 1095 Market, which survived two major 20th century earthquakes and in recent decades nurtured the de
development of Market Square neighborhood nonprofits, including the publisher of this newspaper, has been vacant for two years.

Of course, Kim's legislation succeeded spectacularly well, in terms of enticings Twitter and a host of other companies to relocate to the neighbor-
hood. Some didn't qualify for the tax break but moved in anyway.

On the other hand, the Grand Build-
ing, has gone the other way. Bought in 2008 by the Peter Johnson family that immediately began leasing the tenants until only The Extra's parent organiza-
tion, the San Francisco Study Center and Community Housing Partnership remained. The Study Center was the last to leave, in January 2012, concluding a tenancy of 40 years.

The Johnsons claimed they planned to convert the building into a hip hostel, with a rooftop bar and restaurant, part of a $16 million resto-

The Planning Department ap-
proved those plans, yet the building stands vacant, boarded up by plywood panels painted black, as baseboarded on Seventh and Market.

The Johnsons went back to Plan C in 2008 by the Peter Johnson family that immediately began leasing the tenants until only The Extra's parent organization, the San Francisco Study Center and Community Housing Partnership remained. The Study Center was the last to leave, in January 2012, concluding a tenancy of 40 years.
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Heads-up to merchants precedes crackdown for code violations

If the changes are not made voluntarily, citations and hearings will follow and the ultimate failures to comply could result in daily fines of $250 for offending merchants.

Jonathan Purvis
CITY PLANNER

G&H Market, with a passover standing in front, needs major readjustment. Purvis notes, because of the security gate outside and large refrigerator cases inside that stands empty inside the store’s entrance and learns the owner is storing it for a friend.

Next, Purvis and Torres stop to inspect Hong Market at 724 Ellis St. Purvis met with the owner a month earlier to alert him about the need to remove the plastic film covering the 20-foot-wide front window. Now, the security gate is locked across the storefront, the store is dark and a hand-lettered sign advertises the space for lease. The window remains covered. Beneath it a man is camped out. His bags of clothing are mounted on the sidewalk. “I did it and I want credit for it,” he confesses to Torres. “Wait,” Torres laughs, “you don’t know what you’re accused of yet.”

“It’s BORDERLINE” At the corner of Eddy and Larkin, Purvis studies the windows of Fox Market. Hand-painted Christmas trees and holly wreaths on the windows are beginning to fade, but the store’s liquor shelves draws Purvis’ attention. The shelves are open, allowing sight into the store, but they are braced with wooden lattice and sit almost flush against the windows. “It’s borderline,” Purvis says after he speaks with the owner.

The door of the Brown Jug Saloon stands open in the warm sunlight. Two narrow windows flank the door and inside it’s dark and busy, patrons at the bar nursing shots and beers, side tables filled with customers watching sports talk shows on the big screen. Purvis notes that there may have been two large windows — one facing Hyde Street, the other Eddy Street — that once graced the space. He’d like to see the windows restored, and the brown-colored wood wrapping the corner. Someone at the bar stated the obvious: “Around here they break windows.”

Joanna, the bartender, tells him the space used to be a Rexall Drug until 1938, when it became a saloon. She scoffs at the idea she was there at the changeover. “I’m not that old, though I remember when there were four bars to every block in this neighborhood.” When she thinks the windows are beneath the wooden-wall corners of the bar. “You look and you see brick, not glass.”

Behind her a plaque hangs from the liquor shelves. “Because I said so,” it reads.

G&H Market, with a passover standing in front, needs major readjustment. Purvis notes, because of the security gate outside and large refrigerator cases inside. He and Purvis proceed a block to Aunt Charlies Lounge. From his Google background, Purvis thought he saw graffiti covering plywood over the front window. Standing in front, however, the area is clearly stucco and cement attractively painted with a rainbow flag-colored abstract. “No problem here,” Purvis says, and the pair walk west to G&H Market at the corner of Jones and Turk streets.

It’s busy at G&H, people lined up at the cash register to buy sodas and cans of beer. Purvis notes that the store’s security gates and the large refrigerator cases and lottery ticket machine backed against the Turk Street store’s windows block any view into the interior.

He and Torres talk with proprietor Sal Saleh. Purvis suggests ways in which Saleh can comply with the rules by repositioning the cash register to buy sodas and cans of beer. Purvis notes that the store’s security gates and the large refrigerator cases and lottery ticket machine backed against the Turk Street store’s windows block any view into the interior.

As they leave G&H, Purvis states the obvious to Torres that this store needs a major readjustment to satisfy the Planning Code.

Later, Saleh laments the cost of moving the refrigerator cases. “They’re built in. You can’t just put a dolly underneath them and wheel it across the floor,” he says.

And he doesn’t buy Planning’s pitch that a lot of people have been complaining. He sees that as a far-fetched excuse to institute another way to make it difficult for business owners.

City Planning wants Tenderloin merchants to voluntarily remove impediments and create “street frontages” that are pedestrian-oriented, as the code envisages. Purvis notes that if the changes are not made voluntarily, citations and hearings will follow; and ultimate failure to comply could result in daily fines of $250 for offending merchants.

WINDOW SIGNS TOO BIG Across Jones Street, Purvis sees advertisements for S.F. City Impact and 5 F.S. City Academy completely covering the street-level windows of the old Musicians Union building, former site of the Rescue Mission. He and Torres go inside and observe that behind the advertisement signs are a long, narrow commercial kitchen and the entrance to City Impact offices. Again, Purvis leaves the descriptive pamphlet and suggests to City Impact office personnel that the signs be reduced to a third of their size.

Progress on the route is leisurely. Purvis continually scans each storefront they pass while Torres gazes passersby and street denizens, always inquiring about their current well-being. He’s been at Tenderloin Station his entire 23-year police career and seems to know everybody in the neighborhood.

They stop at New Star Restaurant tucked into the corner of Leavenworth and Eddy streets. One street-level window is smudged with dirt, but the real problems are security gates and plywood and paint covering the rest of the windows. No customers inside, only the proprietor, who struggles to understand Purvis’ comments about the need to restore visibility to the space.

At the corner of Ellis and Leavenworth streets, Purvis enters Amigo’s Market. Here, visibility is impeded by stands of produce at the entrance. But the owner, Nageeb Quraish, explains the stands are portable and he can move them aside, if needed. Purvis says that would help, but he also points out the problems of security gates covered by soft drink posters and painted-covers windows that wrap the storefront and block all sight into the interior.

Quraish has been at this corner since 2003. He inherited the graffiti-marred windows and the security screens. “We don’t even have keys for the screens. We’ll have to pry them away from the windows,” he says.

Quraish wants to keep the city happy. He’s scheduled a general cleaning of his windows and is considering installing colorful posters of fruits and vegetables to mask the back of his refrigerator cases.

Joanna, the bartender, tells him the space used to be a Rexall Drug until 1938, when it became a saloon. She scoffs at the idea she was there at the changeover. “I’m not that old, though I remember when there were four bars to every block in this neighborhood.” When she thinks the windows are beneath the wooden-wall corners of the bar. “You look and you see brick, not glass.”

Behind her a plaque hangs from the liquor shelves. “Because I said so,” it reads. ■

Jonathan Purvis
CITY PLANNER

G&H Market, with a passover standing in front, needs major readjustment. Purvis notes, because of the security gate outside and large refrigerator cases inside.
City signs CBAs despite citizens committee’s objections

Continued from page 1

good to formalize the agreement. Twitter spokeswoman Karen Wicks’ reply to The Extra’s request for comment was that the company would have none.

At the CaC’s meeting on Jan. 2, the city administrator’s special project manager Bill Barnes pressured the panel to approve draft agreements for Yammer/Twitter, One Kings Lane and Zendesk, saying that because they were renewals, he needed to conclude that stage of the process by Jan. 10 so they could be vetted by the city attorney and the Office of Workforce and economic Development before month’s end. So panel members agreed to reconvene on Jan. 9 to review those pacts.

Barnes said at the Jan. 2 meeting that he had previously informed the CaC of the stepped-up deadline, but he did not respond to an Extra request later that week for clarification as to when and where he had done so, and CaC Vice Chair Robert Marquez told The Extra he was unaware of any such request.

Lest there was any doubt about the CaC’s irrelevance in the benefit agreement negotiations, when some members objected to Barnes’ attempt to speed up the approval process, Deputy City Attorney Marie Bill was on hand to put the panel in its place: “This body is an advisory body,” she said. “It is the city administrator who signs off. What you’re doing is providing comment. You may take formal votes if you wish on whether you recommend that she approve or not approve.”

Comments at CaC meetings from the public and committee members themselves have consistently decried a lack of transparency in every aspect of the process — what the companies are saving in taxes, what they’re spending on their CBAs and whether or not they’re making good on what they promise in those agreements. Unless the companies choose to disclose the information — and so far, only one, Zendesk, ever has — the public is left in the dark as to what the value of the tax break is to the companies, and what they’re spending on their CBAs and the tech firms’ self-reporting on the fulfillment of promises made in those CBAs has been behind schedule and woefully inadequate.

At the Jan. 9 meeting, Zendesk community liaison Tiffany Apcevski answered Marquez’s question about Zendesk’s tax savings and how much it has spent on the agreement. The company saved $380,000 in 2013, she said, and will spend $120,000 to $150,000 on its CBA this year.

Barnes didn’t respond to a Jan. 6 email asking how he measures the companies’ compliance with their CBA promises. All agreements state that the city administrator rates 80% compliance as acceptable. But Barnes won’t discuss how he determines that condition has been met.

To date, the city administrator has given the CaC updates only on the first six months of 2013 CBA activity. Tim Ho of the city administrator’s office said Jan. 2 that some companies had not met the Dec. 30 deadline for reporting on their third-quarter activity, so he had nothing new to report on their CBA compliance.

Even after last year’s CBAs were signed, typically rushed through during the holiday season without any CaC review, efforts to more carefully draft and consider the agreements were frustrated again this year.

In November, the CaC was told that its chair and vice chair would be included in the city administrator’s two December meetings with the tech firms to draft this year’s CBAs. The first, Dec. 9, was hastily arranged and Twitter arrived empty-handed. There was no second meeting. Yet, on Jan. 2, Twitter and five other companies’ draft CBAs were on the table when the CaC meeting started. Much of their text was a direct lift from the previous year’s agreements.

CaC Chair Peter Masiak took Twitter to task from the podium Jan. 9 when no one from the company showed up to discuss changes in its CBA. “I wish they were here,” Masiak said. “This is still a multibillion-dollar corporation. The fact that we can’t get one person from senior management says a lot about how seriously they’re taking this process.”
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COLLYNE COOK
Rev. Hope’s final memorial

Collyne Cook was a “hard act to follow,” according to fellow San Cristina Resident tenant Mark Anthony, “but she was hellu fun to be around.”

Anthony was one of a half-dozen friends who cared for Collyne Cook, who died Nov. 13 to say good-bye to Ms. Cook and remember mostly her laughter — and her singing. She died on Nov. 27 at Laguna Honda Hospice from an undiagnosed illness at age 57.

The sweetness of this gath - ering was sharpened because, after 40 years of service in the Tendersom, it was the Rev. Gadsden’s last time officiating a memorial. In the spirit of collaboration that has made Hope a neighborhood treasure, she introduced Earl Gadsden, saying they would con - duct the memorial together.

“Friends, I am here because I invited everyone to share their memo - ries of Ms. Cook,” Mr. Gadsden said.

“Sometimes we get angry with each other, but we also had fun,” Wil - liams said. “I’m here today because I wanted to celebrate her life, remember the fun, not mourn her — that’s just not in me.” He spoke more, then a litt - le more and finally stopped: “Collyne’s probably listening to me and laughing.”

Ms. Cook had lived at the San Cristina Residence for 16 years before her death. She and her husband, Phil Brunner, came to San Francisco from Fremont in 1989 and had a son, Joseph, who was raised in Fremont. The couple moved to the san Francisco from Fremont in 1989 to be closer to family.

She was known to exaggerate. He would tell stories about how he would “stuff” road-kill rattlesnake he found and, as a child, he was straight up. “We had to amputate his injured leg in recent years, Marotta said, but Mr. Shapanus wouldn’t allow it. ‘He was young,’ Marotta said. ‘I asked him what he was thinking about doing to himself, and he said, ‘no, you can’t cut it.’ ”

“Every day was a good day, the good, the ugly, but the good was good.” Marotta said. “It was a shame we don’t get to know each other better.” He added: “It’s a syndrome of SRO living.”

Mr. Shapanus would hold sidewalk sales of his personal effects at the Pierre hotel memorial. Their common ground was the love of sports, and Mr. Shapanus liked referred to a road-kill rattlesnake he found and, as a child, he was straight up. “We had to amputate his injured leg in recent years, Marotta said, but Mr. Shapanus wouldn’t allow it. ‘He was young,’ Marotta said. ‘I asked him what he was thinking about doing to himself, and he said, ‘no, you can’t cut it.’ ”
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Sixth Annual Give Kids a Smile Day. Feb. 7, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., S.F. General Hospital WCC, 2250-23rd St., Bldg. A. 4 free dental screenings, cleanings and fluoride treatments for kids up to 18 years, health education for the whole family and referrals for ongoing dental care. Tox. refreshments and toothpaste giveaways, and a raffle for more prizes. Sponsored by the Department of Public Health’s Child Health and Dis- ability Prevention program and the S.F. Dental Hygiene Society. Info: Anisa Berdine, 557-5713.

San Francisco Citywide Tenant Convention. Feb. 8, 1-3 p.m., in various locations, 1-4 p.m., Tenderloin Elementary School, upstairs auditorium, 627 Turk St. Tenants from all 5 S.F. neighborhoods convene to discuss and vote on proposals to help solve issues of eviction, high rents, loss of non-motorized housing. Presented by SF Anti-Displacement Coalition and SEIU Local 1029. Reformers and children are provid- ed info: santoscaldev@gmail.com.

Healthier Living Workshop, 6-eweek series, Thursdays, Feb. 13-Mar. 20, 1-3 p.m., Hospitality House, 200 Turk St. for adults with chronic conditions and caregivers to help manage arthritis, diabetes, high blood pressure, cancer, depression and more. The series, developed by Stanford University School of Medicine, is co-sponsored by S.F. Department of Aging and Adult Services and On Lok, Inc. 39th Street Senior Center. Info: Carmen Lee, 939-8904.

ARTS EVENTS
All You Can Dance for JSTL. Feb. 8, 5-7 p.m., 20 Seventh. For dancers of all levels, even beginners, sample classes in ballet, jazz, hip hop and more. Anson King LINE’S Dance Studio. Info: In partnership with Kaiser Permanente. Must be 16 years old. Info: See Name/Events at danceonlineline.com.

WritersCorps Live, a reading of multi-genera- tional readings at the Contemporary Jewish Museum, Feb. 20, 6-7 p.m., 736 Mission St. WritersCorps youth poets and teaching artists share their work with Zimbabwean author NoViolet Bulawayo, whose We Need You. New Names’ was nominated for the Man Booker Prize. Info: startوصلة لموقع EFFL.COM.

REGULAR SCHEDULE

HOUSING

Tenant Associations Coalition of San Fran- cisco. 1st Wednesday of each month, noon, 201 Turk St., Community Room, Contact Michael Nulty, 339-3937. Resident unity, leadership training.

HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH


Healthcare Action Team. 2nd Wednesday of month, 1010 Mission St., Bayview Community Cen- ter, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Focus on increasing supportive home services, expanded eligibility for home care, improved discharge planning. Light lunch. Call James Chiossone, 730-9118 X304.

Handcuffing and Cluttering Support Groups, weekly meetings at various times, conducted by Mental Health Association of San Francisco, 870 Market St., Suite 505, Info: 437-2938, mentalhealthgroup-search.org. Mental Health Board. 2nd Wednesday of the month, 6:30-8:30 p.m., City Hall, room 278. CBHS ad- visory committee, open to the public. Call 255-3474.

Tenderloin Health Care Stabilization Council. 4th Thursday of the month, 3 p.m., Alkatlyn Community Building, 220 Golden Gate Ave., 4th floor conference or 5th floor garden. Public meetings to discuss legislation that encourages corner stores to sell fresh food and reduce tobacco and alcohol sales. Info: Jessica Estrada, Jessica@alcatlyn.com, 771-2600.

Solo Police Community Relations Forum. 4th Monday of each month, 6-7:30 p.m. Location varies. To receive monthly email info is: 508-4700 X402.

Tenderloin Police Station Community Meeting, last Tuesday of month, 6 p.m., police station Community House Calls. 1st Tuesday of each month, 6-7:30 p.m., City Hall, room 278. CBHS ad- visory committee, open to the public. Call 255-3474.

All You Can Dance for Just $5 event for all levels of dancers at LINES.

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT

Alliance for a Better District 8, 2nd Tuesday of each month, 6 p.m., 201 Edly St. Contact Michael Nulty, 820-1560 or st_district@yahoo.com, a districtwide improvement association.


Friends of Boeddeker Park. Meetings continue during park renovation, 3rd Thursday of the month, 5 p.m. Info: 934-3298.

Heart Doctors. Tuesdays of each month, 1-3 p.m., Tenderloin Police Community Room, 301 Edly St., 2nd Tuesday of month. Business meetings. Info: 557-5713.

Senior & Disability Action (formerly Planning for Seniors/Senior Action Network), general meeting, 2nd Wednesday of each month, 6 p.m., room, University United Church, 1187 Fulton St. SDAA Housing Collaborative meeting, 3rd Wednesday, 1 p.m. HealthCare Action Team meeting, 2nd Wednesday, 1010 Mission St., (Bayview Community Center). For info about SDAA’s Senior School, University and computer classes schedules: 946-1033, www.sdasenior.org.

NEW FREE MEDICAL CLINIC
NEW FREE MEDICAL CLINIC

City Impact Health and Wellness Center
140 Turk Street
Walk-in or call (415)738-6878
Monday-Thursday: 10am - 5pm
hhsinfo@sfcityimpact.com
Email for medical appointments: healthapt@sfcityimpact.com

SERVICES INCLUDE:
• Urgent Care Walk-in: colds, cuts, pains, health questions?
• Patient Advocacy – Referrals. Already have a doctor?
• We can work with them to help you get well.
• Specialists and Specialty Clinics includes:
  1. General Medicine (Primary Care)
  2. Heart Doctors (Cardiology)
  3. Foot Doctor (Podiatry)
  4. Skin Doctor (Dermatology)
  5. Eye Doctor (Ophthalmology)
  6. Pharmacy (Consults)
  7. Clinical Psychology (Consulting)
  8. Children’s Doctor (Pediatrics)
  9. Diabetes Clinic
  10. Dental

More Specialists to come!

• House Calls – we will come to you
• Total Wellness Program – get “unstuck” from your physical, psychological and spiritual issues with help from one of our Wellness Coaches
• Emotional and Spiritual healing, support and care
• Classes and Wellness Groups
• Medical Social Services and Referrals

Please go to 241 6th Street, San Francisco, CA for applications. The TODDO SRO Housing Waiting List is open, for the Knox and the Bayanian House. If your name is currently on any TODDO Housing Waiting List and you would like information on your current status please call the TODDO Marketing office at 415-957-0227 on Fridays only.